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Keeping Abreast of

new therapy
ESOTERIC BREAST MASSAGE

When I read in Complementary Medicine magazine about a new therapy being offered in a
Spa called Esoteric Breast Massage Therapy (EBM), my curiosity was understandably aroused
(you are excused the giggle). What I discovered is profound and rekindles my passion (yes
you can giggle again – giggles are good!) for the highest ideals of healing and rebalancing our
communities through spa experiences. In these difficult times as we realise that spa’s role is far
more importantly maintaining wellness than simply maintaining beauty, EBM is a therapy at the
heart of the matter. Spa Australasia asked the EBM Therapy initiator Serge Benhayon to explain:
SA: Serge, can you describe what Esoteric
Breast Massage is?
SB: The Esoteric Breast Massage is a highly specialised healing
technique. It is only for women, conducted only by women
practitioners. It is designed to re-integrate and re-connect the
woman back into a rhythm that has been lost by the demands that
society places on a woman’s body, consisting of very gentle hands-on
movements that are specifically designed to harmoniously activate
lymphatic, heart and ovarian rhythm and flow. The massage itself is
based on the flow of energy and therefore no pressure is needed or
is ever applied. Its science is based on the fact that a woman’s body
flows naturally in the stillness of her grace when it is un-imposed by
the rigors and onslaughts of our imbalanced world.

SA: What was the initial inspiration to create
the therapy?
SB: From early in 2000, I could see, from our busy clinic that the way
in which the women’s bodies were being held was totally incongruent
with the way they naturally are. As a result, I began presenting on the
lack of femaleness and on the breast cancer issue, along with so many
other ill forms of disharmony such as endometrioses, fibroids, period
problems and more. I presented the energetic fact that if a woman
was not allowed, nor supported, in reconnecting to her femaleness
there would be an ongoing rise in the ill conditions in her body. In a
nutshell, women must rekindle their own rhythms within society and
not let society demand of them what is not natural to their body.
I developed a series of lectures to help women understand the
‘femaleness rhythm’ they have lost and to inspire them to re-connect

so that all of us, can benefit from their living stillness and their
natural nurturing ways. After teaching the art of femaleness, which
is simply the energy of stillness within the woman’s body (it is also
within men), I began to put together a series of esoteric healing
techniques that helped women restore their bodies back to themselves.
The EBM was developed as a natural extension of this impulse,
but I had to wait until there were enough women to understand
exactly what I was teaching in order for them to then go out and,
understandingly, impart the living practice to other women, hence,
the birth of the EBM in 2006 and its steady growth ever since.

SA: How did you develop the techniques?
SB: EBM was/is developed from the Science of the Nadis: the energy
centres we have throughout our bodies, which are activated, with each
and every out-breath. Once activated, the body flows in accordance to
the quality of that single out-breath. Imagine the quality of energy we
are circulating throughout our bodies, if each out-breath is not in the
rhythm it should be? The result of such ill or disharmonious rhythms
results in the Nadis being de-activated, or not flowing, as they should.
This is the true meaning of dis-harmony. The EBM helps restore that
flow specifically to, and in, the breast area and thus the activation of
harmony rekindles the self-healing within – and throughout. No one
ever heals you – you always heal yourself. If this is not the case, you
have allowed an imposition and thus you are not the master of your
healing flow, which of course creates greater disharmony in itself
later down the track. The EBM is a technique that helps the woman
re-connect to herself so that she becomes the master of her own
healing again. This is crucially vital in a world that places enormous
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demands on a body that is naturally in the rhythm of stillness before it
sets itself in nurturing motion to do whatever is asked of it. This is
the key to all women’s health issues, the restoration of the femaleness
before they set-out to do whatever there is to do. If not, the woman’s
body is at the mercy of being in motion, which is the maleness aspect,
without knowing who she energetically is fi rst, in other words – in
maleness without the femaleness or, in motion without the stillness
as its counter balance. This is the entire world-wide problem women
now find themselves in, with few true answers that bring everlasting
resolve to the root ill issues they are constantly faced with.

SA: How did it come about that practitioners
came forward to learn the method?
SB: Firstly, I have never performed an EBM on a client nor to any
of our practitioners. It is not for men to do. And hence, initially, and
deliberately by design, a small group of women were selected to learn
the EBM. In keeping with my teachings on Energetic Integrity, the
technique was demonstrated on my partner under simulation and no
naked bodies were used. Once the techniques were learnt, the group
of women set-out to practice on each other, over and over, until they
could feel and learn its entire structure and how the energetic science

feels in action and in delivery. Whilst learning the technique, they
also got to feel and experience its power-full self-healing benefits. As
a result, they not only become clearer and clearer within themselves,
they were able to see exactly how deep the hidden ills and issues
are that women carry imbedded in their breasts. The revelation
in itself is a very self-empowering experience. As a result of their
own discoveries during the many months of practice, the EBM
practitioners have become very aware and very particularly delicate
in their dedication to helping other women heal many blocked and
hidden conditions they are not aware they are carrying.

SA: What are the vital skill-sets/predispositions
required by a therapist in order to be fully
successful with the techniques?
SB: Energetic Integrity is crucial where a practitioner is involved in
anyone’s health, healing or likewise. Put simply, everything is energy
and thus all is because of energy. Hence, a practitioner should at all
times present a very clear energetic sphere of being, one that is free of
self-interest and gain, and one that is as free of self-issues - as can be
humanly possible (perfection is of course not possible). I have written
three books that entail the revelations of energetic integrity and the
energetic responsibility that we must return to in order to truly change
and or arrest the many ills that abound in our life today. There are
many who have knowledge and can perform great techniques, but
very, very few can heal, or conduct themselves with energetic integrity
and energetic responsibility. In the end, it is not the technique itself,
but the energy the practitioner is in that will initiate a healing or add
to the energetic harm that has caused the ill in the first place. There

are many that do not like that level of scrutiny and instead prefer that
the world be based on knowledge in ignorance to the fact that it is
all energy. Everything is energy is a scientific fact; so we have to have
an energetically based responsible attitude to all that we do – again,
not being perfect, just sensible about what we choose to do as it will
affect all others. And so to your question - the essential skills entail
a dedication to self in healing and with that a certain high level of
energetic integrity that gives each and every individual who is treated a
non-imposing energetic experience. There is a huge difference between
a healing and a cure, and / or, those who seek relief as an erroneous
notion that it is a healing. The client/participant, and all of us for
that matter, should be made wise of this energetic fact: A healing is to
arrest the offending energy that causes the ill. To cure: is to completely
remove the symptoms and to relieve, to abate the discomfort.

SA: What sort of indicators would lead
a practitioner to suggest EBM as a
relevant therapy?
SB: In-truth, any ill condition gives rise to a signal that something
is in disharmony. An EBM is first and foremost – the restoration of
harmony so that the body will self-heal. The EBM practitioner is not

the healer, nor is the technique the healing agent. The key is to listen
and adhere, and not ignore, ill conditions such as the assumed mere or
innocuous lump on the breast, sore breasts, painful periods, polycystic
ovaries, endometriosis, bloating/water retention and pre-menstrual and
menopausal symptoms, etc. all indicate a certain level of disharmony,
these and many others indicate that an EBM can assist the woman to reconnect and thus get to the root ill herself. EBM also assists in relation
to the fact that so many women are disconnected to their breasts.

SA: How do women respond when it is first
suggested to them that EBM may be an
important modality for them?
SB: Generally, the EBMs have been growing through word of mouth;
because of this the woman is ready when they first receive one. From a
more raw perspective, the response is usually greeted with – what exactly
is an EBM? It is natural that a woman should express some hesitancy
and although we use the word massage, it is not to be confused with
any rigorous action or movement; on the contrary, an EBM is a very
delicate and highly specialised form of healing. We have found that if
there is an initial hesitancy towards a breast being gently massaged it is
more to do with a woman who is shut-down to her own inner healing
than it is about the technique. The practitioners know that it is a unique
modality, that needs the educating bridge to assure that it is done in, and
with, the utmost level of integrity. The educating bridge takes the form
of the practitioner holding a series of talks. These talks/presentations
have been and will continue to be held in Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane,
Norway, in Cologne (Germany), in London and in Somerset (England)
where our main EBM European Training Centre is placed.
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SA: What is the range of outcomes of
the therapy?
SB: The outcomes have a very wide range of results, from the sore
and lumpy breast, to improved relationships with self and thus with
their partners, family and friends, etc. Mostly, it is the re-connection
that the women report back as being the reawakening start to a truer
life within themselves. This leads to countless new beginnings and,
as we say, the yumminess returns to being what it naturally should be.
Although the EBM does not set-out to cure nor claim it, there have
been many who have reported a curing of long held ill conditions, if
not, at least an improvement thereafter following a series of treatments.

SA: Where is EBM being practiced at present?
SB: Currently, EBMs are being practised in Northern NSW,
Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Norway, Germany and England, and
we also visit Perth. In most cases they are practised in clinics. The
Gaia Retreat and Spa in Northern NSW has the EBM as one of its
feature treatments.

SA: How did EBM being offered within the
Spa come about?
SB: A therapist employed at Gaia trained in the techniques and it
has been offered by Gaia ever since. Because of its gentleness and
thoroughness the EBM can play a vital role in what spas can offer
their clients. We are always open to taking our work into all areas,
especially into respectable spas, but we must keep the integrity of
it so that where it is available, one will know the dedication and
commitment of its practise.

SA: What is the feedback from the
practitioner/s and the recipients?
SB: Generally speaking, the feedback and testimonials have
demonstrated an overwhelming success. Some of these can be viewed
on the EBM website. Being re-connected to a part of your body you
thought you were connected to but were not, is a very welcoming
revelation and a very heartful self-reward.

SA: How do you feel about the therapy being
offered in more spas around the world?
SB: We are very open to training as many as are willing to commit
to the practice. We would of course like to see as many spas as
possible offer the EBM as a complete healing technique as it fits

in very well with what the spa experience is all about – integrity in
care and in healing. There are many who are today using spas to
experience the delights of healing and nurturing and this has been an
important bridge to healing for many.

SA: Do you think the therapy being offered
in spas will raise awareness of EBM as a
modality, and perhaps importantly the issues
behind why it is being offered?
SB: Yes, from the point of view of EBM being experienced as a true
healing treatment and its benefits available to as many women as
possible, we feel that a natural organic growth into spas is eventually
essential. That said, we are not about getting the EBM spread as
a wild-fire at the expense of losing its energetic integrity. No true
healing occurs if one is not being energetically responsible. The
technique itself is not hard to learn, but a practitioner must herself
be as clear as possible in order to offer any true clearing of another.
In all forms of healing, and under Energetic Law, one cannot clear
what one is not themselves clear about. If this is understood, the
commitment becomes one of integrity and not one of self-interest.
The EBM is doing what no other modality has done before it, on this
basis, it would be a great opportunity for dedicated spas to investigate
the possibility of having this treatment available in their repertoire.
An EBM is a stand-alone healing treatment, but it can also
combine very well with facials and other spa offerings. That said,
healing itself is an art and it is also a known Energetic Science.
Women are suffering as a result of their lives being in constant
motion, sadly, and to the great detriment of our society; we have
ended up with women running in male energy and thus causing their
bodies to act in rhythms they cannot support. If a woman operates
in and on male energy her ovaries will suppress. The chemical
imbalances, which end up being hormonal issues, begin to occur as a
result of a woman not being in the rhythms of stillness (femaleness)
and thus not self-nurturing. Women have forgotten what it is like
to self-nurture and they often confuse it with pampering or taking
care of themselves. Taking care of oneself and nurturing oneself are
two related, but very distinct forms of expression. As a society losing
our femaleness rhythm separates us from our essence and inner
connections. Many can take care of themselves, some only just, but
few can truly nurture themselves. We need to rekindle the natural
emanation of the ovaries so that woman can return to her natural
nurturing ways and with her, all of us.

realising the hidden ills and issues
women carry imbedded in their breasts is
in itself a self-empowering experience
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SA: How can therapists find out more about learning
the technique?
SB: There is a specific program that one can approach. Once again, we seek to keep the EBM in its
energetic integrity and so we ask the applicants to consider this when applying. As part of the program
we ask that the applicant take part in our Level 1 Esoteric Healing Course. In this course, the key
Energetic Laws of healing are presented and experienced. As a result, the participants get to understand
exactly why we need energetic integrity and, the true meaning and thus the vital importance of
energetic responsibility. From there they will connect with our main trainer, Mary-Louise. The
training can take up to one year to complete but some have completed it in shorter time. C
For further information contact EBM Trainer Mary-Louise Myers email ml@esotericbreast-massage.com or visit www.esoteric-breast-massage.com

Serge Benhayon is an esoteric teacher and healer. As a teacher he has presented
the ancient wisdom in modern forms that bring the esoteric laws and principles
into easy contemporary living. As a healer, he is known as the ‘healer’s healer’
and is respected by those in the medical profession that know his work as a
genuine and sensible bridge between the healing sciences and the medical world.

EBM Training
EBM Trainer, Mary-Louise Myers talked to us about EBM training. “Many
women feel drawn to train in the EBM once they know about it. From
what the EBMs represent there is a strong inner-calling to address
oneself as a woman and then to proceed to assist others in doing the
same. Unlike most other modalities it is not just about applying to train as an EBM
practitioner but looking at what needs to be cleared within, as a woman, and
thus with one’s breasts to be able to go ahead with the training. We have a very
comprehensive and thorough training program to ensure that all practitioners
treat with energetic integrity and energetic responsibility so that the recipient
receives the utmost care. Every woman wanting to train must first have done Level
1 to 3 of the Sacred Esoteric Healing Courses with Universal Medicine - the info for
the courses can be found on http://universalmedicine.com.au/courses.”

EBM Spa Therapist
Nicolette Hoyle has been a practising Beauty and Spa Therapist for
2o years, mostly working from her home at Byron Bay and also at
Gaia Retreat & Spa since it opened in 2004, as the only therapist to be
offering EBM in a Spa environment to date we asked her to summarise
what it means for her and her guests. “Two years ago, when I heard
about EBM I thought it could be a wonderful therapy to offer guests at
Gaia. I had no idea how profound the benefits would be for me personally. At 52,
learning EBM initiated a journey of self-discovery that led me to understand why
throughout my life I had made decisions that were unhealthy for me and not in
keeping with my true essence. I came to feel the fullness of myself and to be fully
comfortable and joyous with who I am. I am now able to enter into relationships
fully present without losing my-self, and if I am not in a relationship, I am not needy,
I am equally content. I also came to love and accept my body just the way it is, (I
have noted so many women have issues with the way they perceive themselves
and how important it is that we learn to attract each other with the beauty in our
eyes not what we see on a physical level). Having such a profound response to
the EBM experience and learning myself has enabled me to be very sensitive to
the experience and journey of my clients as they heal themselves supported by
their EBM treatments. Within Gaia Retreat the EBM sessions are communicated
mainly by word of mouth from one woman to another. Every woman’s experience
is unique to her, it is such a simple process with such profound results.”
To book an EBM treatment www.gaiaretreat.com.au
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